






































AFTERWORDS
After?  AFTER???  How about fifty-three years after?  This must establish some kind of record 
for fanzine updates!  Number Twelve was originally done 11/1952.  This is December of 2005. . 

You can credit Robert Lichtman for this, by the way.  He had a couple of issues of cf. and 
scanned them, printed them, and sent ‘em to me.  Credit. . .or blame . . . him!

I suppose, in a way, I should call this Issue 12A, or something like that.  But I won’t.  For one 
thing, it includes all the material from #12 with just this one addition.

Let me explain: It was probably easier doing the original, Way Back When.  Others did a lot of 
the stencil work.  But trying to keep the original intact – and legible! – was a murderous task.  I 
used all I knew about Adobe Photoshop – first off, Enhance Automatic .  Then I increased 
contrast and, sometimes, went to Variations and darkened it.  And I found out that I LIED in the 
write-up where I referred to slip-sheeting.  Scanners being as scanners are, they picked up the 
places where the ink from the precious sheet came off. . .but, no; couldn’t have been that! 
Looked more like the scanner had picked up bleed-thru from the other side of the sheet!
ANYway, SOMEthing came thru, and I spent lots of time wiping the bleed off.  (I’m not saying I 
got it all, but I wiped out a lot, anyway.)  But that wasn’t where the real problem was; as is so 
often the case with mimeographed zines, many of the letters were awfully faint; some almost 
missing!  I spent anywhere from a few minutes to MANY minutes doing corrections; taking the 
Photoshop pencil and filling in blanks; even actually copying a good letter elsewhere and then 
pasting it over a bad one.  Once or twice, copied an entire word and pasted it over the original.

Takes time!

One page was so bad that I re-typed the entire page!  Nan Gerding’s letter was weak, so I re-
typed just that part of the page, wiped the letter off the scanned page, printed the page without 
her letter, then printed the letter over it and re-scanned.

Time!

 So why did I spend all this time?  Well, Issue 12 was a landmark – it was put out to honor the 
completion of the Willis Fund, just a couple of months after Walt made it to America and 
Chicon!  (In my limitless enthusiasm I had planned to get Walt over for the Nolacon, but. . .well, 
I started it May of ‘51 with no solid plans whatsoever, just thinking that all I had to do was get 
fandom notified, and the money would come flooding in – with no organization whatsoever!

Yeah. . . .

But, thanx to lots of luck, imagination and endless effort, fandom DID come thru, and it was 
proven that fan funds could work.  Since then, with organization, TAFF was born, and DUFF 
and all the others that have brought overseas fans here or sent US fans overseas.



I’m glad to have been a part of it.

But what am I doing now?  Well, I started Planetary Stories at http://www.planetarystories.com 
and, later, confuSon (son of confusion) which you can see on efanzines.  And, with the help of 
Ned Brooks who supplied the scans, I’ve delivered Odd #9 to fanac and efanzines and have Odd 
#14 almost ready to go to them.  Also, I found among my things Scientifantasy #4  – 1949 – and 
scanned it and sent it to both fanzine sites.  Then Ned Brooks scanned his Scientifantasy #3 and 
sent it too me.  And now I’m doing this.

The original Something Up Our Sleeve had a righthand sleeve pasted on it --  for those not In 
The Know, or old enuf to have seen it.. . . .

In case you haven’t seen confuSon, I’m going to include another thing I did with the help of 
Adobe Photoshop – a pic of my office with a puffin sitting in my chair.  (Actually, you might 
also have seen it as part of my column for Arnie Katz’ Vegas Fandom Weekly.  I keep wanting 
to call it Vegas FAMILY Weekly, I guess because Arnie has melded the Vegas fans into one big 
family.)

So – I’ve been busy.

I’m retired from my last job (my second retirement!) thanx to an auto accident.  (My hospital 
stay extended beyond my sick leave, so I had no choice!  Otherwise, I’d probably still be 
working there.)  I’ve fully recovered, and probably spend more time on my computer (120 gigs, 
over 1000 megs of RAM, Windows XP Pro, cable connection – the works!)  Have produced 
Planetary Stories 3, and 4 is nearly ready.  Have produced confuSon 2, and 3 is nearly ready Let 
me  

Being a Willis issue, let me close with this pic of Walt in my dad’s truck – which, becos of its 
reluctance to start, Walt dubbed ‘Truckulent.’






